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Abstract—Previous approaches for utilizing automatic test
equipment (ATE) vector repeat are based on identifying runs of
repeated scan data and directly generating that data using ATE
vector repeat. Each run requires a separate vector repeat instruc-
tion, so the amount of compression is limited by the amount of
ATE instruction memory available and the length of the runs
(which typically will be much shorter than the length of a scan
vector). In this paper, a new and more efficient approach is pro-
posed for utilizing ATE vector repeat. The scan vector sequence
is partitioned and decomposed into a common sequence which is
the same for an entire cluster of test cubes and a unique sequence
that is different for each test cube. The common sequence can be
generated very efficiently using ATE vector repeat. Experimental
results demonstrate that the proposed approach can achieve
much greater compression while using many fewer vector repeat
instructions compared with previous methods.

Index Terms—Linear decompres, test vector compression,
vector repeat.

I. INTRODUCTION

TEST cost in the integrated circuit (IC) industry has
increased dramatically to achieve high test quality as size

and complexity continue to grow [1]. Large and complex ICs
such as System-on-a-Chip (SoC) and three-dimensional ICs
(3-D-ICs) have caused a drastic increase in test cost. One
of the critical factors is large test data volume. To obtain
high test quality, test data volume may exceed the mem-
ory capacity of the available automatic test equipment (ATE).
Furthermore, the large amount of test data needs to be trans-
ferred from the ATE to a chip with limited tester bandwidth,
which results in long test time. To overcome increased test
memory requirements and tester data bandwidth requirements,
test vector compression has become very important. Test vec-
tor compression provides a way of reducing both the tester
memory requirement and the tester data bandwidth require-
ment. A number of test vector compression techniques have
been proposed in the literature [30].

A special class of test vector compression schemes involves
using a linear decompressor which uses only linear operations
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to decompress the test vectors. This includes techniques
based on linear feedback shift register (LFSR) reseeding
and combinational linear expansion circuits consisting of
XOR gates. Linear compression schemes are very efficient
in exploiting don’t care values in test cubes to achieve large
amounts of compression.

Linear decompressors expand seeds to deterministic test
cubes [2]–[6], [7], [8], [10], [11]–[17], [28]. A seed is an
initial state of a linear decompressor that is expanded by
running the linear decompressor. Given a deterministic test
cube, a corresponding seed can be computed by solving a set
of linear equations (one equation for each specified bit) based
on the feedback polynomial of linear decompressor. Since
typically only 1–5% of the bits in a test vector are specified,
most bits in a test cube do not need to be considered when a
seed is computed because they are don’t care bits. Therefore,
the size of a seed is much smaller than the size of a test
vector. Consequently, linear decompressors can significantly
reduce test data storage and bandwidth.

The amount of compression achieved with linear compres-
sion schemes depends directly on the number of specified bits
in test cubes. While linear decompressors are very efficient in
exploiting don’t cares in test set, they cannot exploit correla-
tions in the test cubes. Hence, they cannot compress test data
less than the total number of specified bits in the test data.
Nonlinear decompressors on the other hand can exploit corre-
lations in test cubes, but are not as efficient as linear decom-
pressors in exploiting don’t cares. Because test data is typically
only 1–5% specified with the rest as don’t cares, linear decom-
pressors are generally more effective overall. This fact coupled
with the simple and compact design of linear decompressors
is the main reason why they are used in commercial tools.

One instruction that is commonly found in ATEs is vector
repeat which allows the ATE to repeat a sequence n times.
ATE stores a single test vector and an instruction to repeat
this vector n times. A sequence of n identical test vectors
is applied by vector repeat [22]. The approach taken in this
paper is to utilize the vector repeat function on top of a linear
decompressor to get the advantages of both the ATE vector
repeat and the linear decompressor. The ATE vector repeat
is used to exploit correlations in the specified bits to reduce
the number of specified bits that the linear decompressor has
to produce. Since the amount of compression achieved with
a linear decompressor depends on the number of specified
bits it needs to produce, this approach results in much greater
compression than what the linear decompressor could achieve
by itself (preliminary results were presented in [18]).
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Section II provides a review of the related work. Section III
presents the proposed scan data decomposition method.
Section IV describes the hardware architectures of the pro-
posed scheme. Section V illustrates the clustering algorithm
for test cubes, and the ATE architectures are shown in
Section VI. Experimental results are shown in Section VII
and conclusion is given in Section VIII.

II. RELATED WORK

Previous research has proposed ways to use the ATE vector
repeat mechanism to reduce vector memory requirements for
scan testing. In this paper, a new and more efficient approach
is proposed for utilizing ATE vector repeat.

A test cube is a deterministic test vector in which the inputs
that are not assigned during automated test pattern generation
(ATPG) are left as don’t cares. Normally, random fill is per-
formed where the don’t cares are filled randomly with 1s and
0s to increase the chance of detecting additional faults. In [19],
a methodology for utilizing ATE vector repeat was described.
The idea is that instead of doing random fill of the test cubes,
repeat fill is done where don’t cares are filled by repeating the
last specified bit within the same scan chain. This creates runs
of repeated values in the scan chains. A scan slice is defined as
the n-bits loaded in parallel from the tester into n scan chains
each clock cycle. If multiple consecutive scan slices are iden-
tical, then ATE vector repeat can be used to generate them.
Only one copy of the scan slice data needs to be stored in the
ATE vector memory, and then a vector repeat instruction is
stored in the ATE instruction memory. There is a limit to how
much ATE vector repeat can be used based on the amount of
instruction memory that is available. Consequently, ATE vec-
tor repeat is only used for the longest runs of repeated scan
slices and not all runs.

In [20], ATE vector repeat is used for repeating full scan
vectors during a transition test. For transition tests and other
two-patterns tests, the same full scan vector may be repeated in
the scan chain if it is used as the launch (V2) vector for 1 two-
pattern test and then as the initialization (V1) vector for the
next two-pattern test. In [21], transition test chains where only
the very first and last vectors in a sequence are not repeated
are formed to maximally utilize ATE vector repeat to reduce
ATE storage.

In [22], ATE vector repeat per pin-group is investigated.
In [19], a single ATE vector repeat instruction applies to all
pins. However, some testers provide the ability to specify pin-
groups for which to apply the ATE vector repeat instruction.
It was shown in [22] that by using ATE vector repeat on
smaller pin-groups, the length of the runs increases which
allows greater compression.

In [23], ATE vector repeat is used in conjunction with a
scan slice encoding scheme. Each scan slice is encoded into
a sequence of smaller codewords, and an on-chip decoder is
used to expand the codewords into the original scan slices. In
this scheme, some codewords may be repeated, so ATE vector
repeat is used for runs of repeated codewords.

In [28] and [29], compression of incompatible test pattern
is proposed. It allows conflicts on certain positions among test

cubes and generates one parent pattern. Control patterns and
incremental patterns are also considered to recover content of
the original test cube. Because the parent pattern includes con-
flicts in test cubes, control pattern, and incremental patterns
help to recuperate the patterns like the original ones. Hence,
the compression ratio varies with the number of allowed con-
flicts in test cubes and decompressor logic is fairly complicated
to handle the parent pattern, incremental pattern, and control
pattern.

III. DECOMPOSING SCAN DATA

Previously proposed approaches for utilizing ATE vector
repeat are all based on identifying runs of repeated scan data
and directly generating that data using ATE vector repeat.
The amount of compression is limited by the amount of ATE
instruction memory available and the length of the runs. This
paper proposes a new and more efficient way of utilizing ATE
vector repeat. The idea is to exploit the fact that many test
cubes have similar input assignments due to the fact that they
are structurally related in the circuit. In the proposed scheme,
the set of test cubes in a test set are partitioned into clusters
that share many input assignments. The scan sequence is then
decomposed into two components: the sequence of specified
bits that is common across all the test cubes in a cluster, and
the sequence of specified bits that is unique to each test cube.

An example is shown in Fig. 1 to illustrate how the scan
data is decomposed. Assume that the eight test cubes shown
in Fig. 1 are included in one cluster. Each bit position in a test
cube cluster can be classified as either being a don’t care if
no test cube has a specified value in that bit position, having
“common data” if all test cubes have compatible values in that
bit position, or having “unique data” if two or more test cubes
have conflicting specified values. In the example, the last bit
position is a don’t care. The 1st and 3rd bit positions have
compatible value across all of the eight test cubes and thus
are common data. The common data can be generated by the
common sequence decompressor that operates based on ATE
vector repeat since it is the same for each test cube. The 2nd,
4th, 5th, 6th, and 7th bit positions have conflicting values and
thus are unique data. They must be generated by the unique
sequence generator (USG). The common data for the test cube
cluster is shown in Fig. 1 along with the unique data for each
test cube.

Because the scan data is decomposed into common data
and unique data, a control signal is required to indicate if a
bit position should be filled from the common data or the
unique data. This is illustrated in Fig. 2. The control signal
is a don’t care for any don’t care bit position in a cluster (in
the example in Fig. 1, only the last bit position is a don’t
care), and it has a specified value for all other bit positions.
A key property is that the same control sequence can be used
when decompressing all test cubes in a cluster and thus it
is a “common control.” This means that the control signal
can be generated by the common sequence generator (CSG)
using ATE vector repeat and thus the storage required for the
common control is amortized across all the test cubes in the
cluster. The common control sequence for the example test
cube cluster is shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Example of proposed encoding scheme.

Fig. 2. Multiplexer implementation.

Typically a large number of specified bits can be included in
the common data because many test cubes have similar input
assignments due to the fact that they are structurally related in
the circuit. The clustering procedure described in Section V
selects the clusters to maximize the amount of compression for
the cluster. During decompression, the CSG produces both the
common data and common control. Only one copy of an input
stream for the CSG needs to be stored in ATE vector memory
since it can be applied using an ATE vector repeat instruction
for all test cubes in the cluster. Therefore, a large reduction in
storage requirements can be achieved.

In the example in Fig. 1, the number of specified bits in the
original test cubes is 53, and the number of specified bits in
the encoded test cubes is 49 (2 specified bits in the common
data, 40 specified bits in the unique data, and 7 specified bits
in the common control). The reduction in the example shown
in Fig. 4 is small, but in real cases, the number of test cubes in
a cluster is much greater than the number of test cubes in this
example, so the number of specified bits generated from the
common data is much higher, thereby making the reduction
in the total number of specified bits larger.

IV. DECOMPRESSION HARDWARE

Section III describes how the scan sequence is decomposed
into common data and unique data. Two separate on-chip
decompressors are then used to generate these two sequences

Fig. 3. Diagram of proposed decompression hardware.

as illustrated in Fig. 3. Since the common sequence is the
same for all test cubes in a cluster, the input stream to its
decompressor can be generated using ATE vector repeat. Only
one copy of this input stream needs to be stored in the ATE
vector memory, and only one ATE vector repeat instruction
needs to be stored in the ATE instruction memory for decom-
pressing the entire test cube cluster. For the unique sequence
corresponding to each test cube, it is generated with its own
decompressor. The unique sequence will only contain very
few specified bits because most of the specified bits will be
generated by the common sequence decompressor. If a lin-
ear decompressor based on dynamic LFSR reseeding such as
those described in [6]–[9] is used, the amount of compression
depends only on the number of specified bits in the sequence.
Note that the design of these decompressors is independent of
the test set, so they can be reused when testing multiple cores
in a SoC design. The diagram of the decompression hardware
is shown in Fig. 3.

In comparing the proposed approach for using ATE vector
repeat with the previous approaches, it has several advan-
tages. Previous approaches can only generate runs of repeated
values which typically will be much shorter than the length
of a scan vector, and each run requires a separate vector
repeat instruction. The proposed approach generates the com-
mon data component for a cluster of test cubes, and only
one vector repeat instruction is needed for each test cube
cluster. Consequently, the proposed approach is much more
efficient in utilizing the ATE vector repeat instructions. For
the limited ATE instruction memory available, the proposed
approach will be able to achieve greater compression. The
cost of the proposed approach is the need for on-chip decom-
pressors. However, the on-chip decompressors can efficiently
exploit the large percentage of don’t care bits in test cubes to
achieve very high compression. Compared with a conventional
linear decompression alone, the proposed use of ATE vector
repeat provides a significant improvement in the amount of
compression.

This paper proposes two decompression architectures to
implement the proposed scheme depending on the ATE vector
repeat functionality. Fig. 4 illustrates vector transfer through
vector repeat from an ATE that supports repeat-per-pin-group
to CUT. In this type of ATE, during execution of the vec-
tor repeat instruction, a group of tester pins can be loaded by
the ATE vector repeat while the other pins are loaded in a
conventional way. In some cases, a given ATE may support
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Fig. 4. ATE supporting repeat-per-pin-group.

Fig. 5. ATE supporting only repeat-per-all-pins.

only repeat-per-all-pins, and does not support repeat-per-pin-
group. In this case, all pins are always loaded through vector
repeat during execution of the vector repeat instruction as
illustrated in Fig. 5.

The proposed scheme requires relatively simple decompres-
sion hardware (two sequential linear decompressors, one-bit
flip-flop, one NOR gate, and one MUX per scan chain).

A. Decompression Logic for ATE with Repeat-Per-Pin-Group

The decompression hardware is shown in Fig. 6. There
are two types of memory in the ATE, instruction memory
and vector memory. The instruction memory stores the ATE
instructions including the vector repeat instructions, and the
vector memory stores the data. The data is transferred to
the decompressors based on ATE instructions. There are two
sequential linear decompressors, CSG and USG in Fig. 6.
CSG operates with ATE vector repeat and gets repeated vec-
tors (RV) and the other decompressor operates without the
ATE vector repeat and gets non-repeated vectors (N-RV). The
decompressor that operates with vector repeat generates the
common data and common control signals for each scan chain.
Only one copy of the input stream for generating the common
data and common control for all the test cubes in a cluster is
stored in the ATE and applied repeatedly for each test cube in
the cluster using an ATE vector repeat instruction. The other
decompressor, USG generates the unique data and operates
without vector repeat. This decompressor operates in the same
way as the decompressor in conventional linear compression
schemes. A 2-to-1 multiplexer is placed between the decom-
pressors and each scan chain. Note that the size of the USG
is much smaller than the size of CSG because the number of
specified bits in the unique data of each test cube is much

smaller than the number of specified bits in the common data
and the common control.

There is a flip-flop that contains repeat disable bit. The
repeat disable bit is used to load test cubes that have low
correlation in the same way as the decompressor in conven-
tional linear compression scheme. For the lowly-correlated test
cubes, there is no benefit to use the proposed scheme. One
specified bit per test cube is added to indicate if a test cube
being loaded currently is a highly-correlated one or not. If it
is a highly-correlated test cube, then the repeat disable bit is
loaded with zero at the beginning of when the test cube is
loaded and each MUX select bit is decided by the common
control bit from CSG. If it is a lowly-correlated test cube, then
the repeat disable is loaded with 1 and all the MUX select
bits are set to 0, which makes the scan chains only loaded
by CSG in a same way as a conventional linear decompressor
regardless of the common control bit values.

One very nice property of sequential linear decompressors
is that regardless of how many output signals they generate or
how long of a sequence they generate, the number of input bits
required for the decompressor depends only on the total num-
ber of specified bits that it needs to generate (the rest of the
bits are essentially filled with random data). Thus, the architec-
ture can be easily scaled to any number of scan chains limited
only by the rate at which data from the ATE can be trans-
ferred to the sequential linear decompressors relative to the
number of specified bits that the decompressor needs to gen-
erate. Note that the decompression hardware does not depend
on the circuit or test set, which makes it possible to reuse
it when testing multiple cores in a SoC design. The sequen-
tial linear decompressors that are used for this scheme could
be any of the ones described in [6]–[9]. An example of the
sequential linear decompressor is shown in Fig. 7.

B. Decompression Logic for ATE with Repeat-Per-All-Pins

The decompression logic for ATE with repeat-per-all-pins
is almost the same as the decompression logic for ATE with
repeat-per-pin-group and is shown in Fig. 8. In the ATE envi-
ronment that supports repeat-per-pin-group, the tester pins that
are transferred by vector repeat load the sequential linear
decompressor (CSG) that generates common data and common
control and the other test pins that are transferred conven-
tionally load USG that generate unique data. However, in the
ATE environment that does not support repeat-per-pin-group
(support only repeat-per-all-pins), a sub-group of tester pins
cannot be transferred via vector repeat. The vector repeat func-
tion in this type of ATE covers either all the tester pins or none
of the pins.

In this ATE environment, the seed for USG for generating
unique data is transferred in a conventional way first. The seed
is to create the unique data not for one test cube, but for as
many test cubes as the USG can. The number of test cubes
whose unique data can be generated from a single USG seed
depends on the size of the USG and the number of specified
unique data bits in the test cubes. In Section V, it is described
how to maximize the number of test cubes whose unique data
bits are generated from a single USG seed.
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Fig. 6. Block diagram for decompression logic for ATE with repeat-per-pin-group.

Fig. 7. Example of sequential linear decompressor.

Assume that the unique data bits for m test cubes can be
generated from a given USG seed and n test cubes among m
test cubes are in one cluster and (m-n) test cubes are in the
other cluster. Then, after loading USG with a seed, CSG is
loaded with one seed n times repeatedly and then with the
other seed (m-n) times repeatedly via the vector repeat.

An example is shown in Fig. 9. There are seven test cubes
(t1 ∼ t7) in the test set and the test cubes are grouped into
three clusters. t1 and t2 are in the first cluster, t3, t4, and
t5 are in the second cluster, and t6 and t7 are in the third
cluster. Assume that a given USG is able to generate at most
six specified bits with single seed. With the USG, the unique
data for the first cluster (t1, t2) and for the third cluster (t6, t7)
can be created with one USG seed and the other seed creates
the unique data for the second cluster (t3, t4, t5). The ATE
instruction and data flow for this example is shown in Fig. 10.
At first, the tester vector (v1, shaded in Fig. 10) to create
the unique data for t1, t2, t6, and t7 is transferred to USG.
When v1 is sent, the repeat disable signal is also being sent for
CSG clock gating in order to prevent v1 being shifted to CSG.
The next tester vector (v2) transferred to CSG is to generate
common control and common data. Because t1 and t2 share
the common control and common data, v2 is transferred to
CSG one more time as shown in Fig. 10. When sending seeds
to CSG, a repeat disable signal is transferred from ATE and
this gates USG and holds USG data. The corresponding test
cubes loaded into scan chains at a certain time are also shown
in Fig. 10. Because USG loaded with v1 is able to generate

unique data for t6, and t7, v3 generating common control and
common data for t6 and t7 is followed by v2. Then the USG
should be refreshed with new data (v4, shaded in Fig. 10) for
creating unique data for t3, t4, and t5. After USG finishes
getting v4, v5 that creates common control and common data
for t3, t4, and t5 through CSG is transferred. Details about
how to cluster test cubes and how to order the clusters are
explained in Section V.

Compared to the decompression logic for ATE with repeat-
per-pin-group, the decompression logic for ATE with repeat-
per-all-pins is larger due to larger size of USG. The size of
CSG is identical or slightly smaller. To reduce the hardware
overhead of USG, the number of specified unique data bits
needs to be reduced. A way to reduce the number of specified
unique data bits with cost of increased number of clusters is
introduced in Section V.

V. FORMING TEST CUBE CLUSTER

The concept of clustering test cubes to exploit similar input
assignments has been previously investigated in the context of
built-in self-test (BIST). STAR-BIST [24] generates a parent
pattern and then children patterns are generated by randomly
flipping bits in the parent pattern. In [25], a folding counter
is used to generate the children patterns. In [20], frequently
occurring sequences shorter than a full pattern are stored
on-chip and used to embed deterministic patterns in a semi-
random sequence. The underlying concept of these approaches
is similar to what is proposed here, but there are a number
of significant differences. The proposed approach generates
a specific precise deterministic test set whereas the previous
methods embed a deterministic test set into a much larger set
of test vectors. The proposed approach decomposes the vectors
into a common sequence and unique sequence, and these two
sequences are combined in a fundamentally different manner
than what is done in [20], [24], and [25].

In the proposed scheme, test cubes are grouped into clusters.
Each cluster requires the use of an ATE vector repeat instruc-
tion for generating the common sequence for the cluster. The
clustering algorithm needs to be performed focusing two-fold.
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Fig. 8. Block diagram for decompression logic for ATE with repeat-per-all-pins.

Fig. 9. Block example of original/encoded test cubes.

Fig. 10. Tester instruction & data flow.

1) Maximize the correlation in each cluster (to reduce the
number of specified bits, thereby minimizing the tester
storage).

2) Generate a small number of clusters (to minimize the
number of ATE repeat instructions required).

Because the ATE instruction memory is limited, the num-
ber of clusters cannot exceed or equal to the amount of ATE
instruction memory available.

Test cube clustering has been previously studied and some
nice algorithms can be found in [26]. For the proposed scheme,
a special benefit function is needed to account for both the
control and data bits required to encode each cluster.

In order to maximize the compression achieved for each
cluster, it is important that the test cubes in each cluster have
many bit positions with compatible values. As more test cubes
are added to a cluster, the number of clusters is reduced. This
has the benefit of minimizing the number of the ATE instruc-
tions required for the vector repeat, but there is a tradeoff as
more bit positions are likely to have conflicts thus reducing the
effectiveness of each repeat instruction. A greedy clustering
procedure taking this tradeoff into consideration is described
here.

The flow diagram of the proposed clustering algorithm is
shown in Fig. 11 and the benefit function that is used to assign
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Fig. 11. Flow diagram of proposed clustering algorithm.

a value to a cluster is shown below

Benefit= total_spec

compatible_pos + spec_pos + total_unique_spec

where total_spec is the total number of specified bits in the
cluster, compatible_pos is the number of bit positions that are
compatible in the cluster, spec_pos is the number of bit posi-
tions that have specified bits, and total_unique_spec is the
total number of specified bits not in compatible bit positions.
Essentially the numerator corresponds to the uncompressed
storage requirements, and the denominator corresponds to the
compressed storage requirements (the common data has a
specified bit for each compatible bit position in the cluster,
the common control has a specified bit for each bit position
that has one or more specified bits in the cluster, and the
unique data has one specified bit for each specified bit not in
a compatible bit position in the cluster). The larger the benefit
value is, the larger the amount of compression that is achieved
when encoding the cluster. Note that while a greedy clustering
procedure is described here, any clustering procedure in the
literature can be used to maximize the benefit function defined
here. The time complexity is O(n2) assuming n is the number
of test cubes. The CPU time with 1.3 GHz machine for the
overall encoding algorithm is about 20 minutes to 3 h for the
four largest ISCAS-89 circuits.

One issue with the benefit function is that it may generate
too many clusters in some cases. Note that one ATE repeat
instruction is required in the proposed scheme for each cluster.
Thus, there is a limit on how many clusters can be used based
on the amount of ATE instruction memory that is available.
To provide a mechanism for reducing the number of clusters

Fig. 12. Number of specified bits and clusters versus tuning variable.

generated by the clustering procedure, a tuning variable, k,
is added to the algorithm as shown in Fig. 11. To increase
the number of test cubes in each cluster, the condition for
adding a test cube into a cluster can be loosened by making
the value of k lower than 1. By lowering the value of k, the
number of clusters reduces with a reasonable sacrifice in the
number of specified bits. Note that if the value of k is reduced
too much, at some point the number of specified bits in the
encoded test cubes approaches the number of specified bits
in original test cubes and hence no compression is achieved.
The number of specified bits and the number of clusters gen-
erated versus value of k is shown in Fig. 12. Typically, as
k approaches to 1.0, the number of specified bits decreases
while the number of clusters increases. Based on the amount
of the ATE instruction memory, a user can select the best value
for k.

The tuning variable, k is also used to reduce the number of
specified bits in the unique data. As explained in Section IV,
the number of specified bits in unique data must be reduced
so that a given USG in Fig. 8 (in an ATE environment sup-
porting only repeat-per-all-pins, not repeat-per-pin-group) can
generate unique data for as many test cubes as possible with
a single seed. The smaller k value is, the smaller number of
clusters and the larger number of test cubes are in each cluster.
As the number of test cubes in a cluster goes up, more con-
flicts in bit positions happen. Hence, the number of specified
bits in common control and common data decreases and the
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Fig. 13. Recompaction flow diagram.

number of specified bits in unique data increases. For an ATE
supporting only repeat-per-all-pins, the tuning variable that is
slightly higher than 1 is applied to the clustering algorithm,
which results in a larger number of clusters and a smaller
number of specified unique data bits.

Another potential issue is that the number of lowly-
correlated test cubes (test cubes in the noncorrelated cluster in
Fig. 11) may be large depending on a test compaction algo-
rithm. An ATPG tool creates original test cubes and the test
cubes are compacted if there is no conflict in any bit position,
which makes the total number of test cubes smaller. Typically,
a test compaction is performed in a way to minimize the
total number of test cubes and that may cause test cubes con-
flicting in many bit positions with the other test cubes. This
degrades efficiency of the proposed compression scheme. A
recompaction scheme is proposed here to resolve the issue
and shown in Fig. 13. A simple example is shown below to
explain the recompaction scheme.

1) There are three clusters, two correlated clusters, and a
noncorrelated cluster.

2) The noncorrelated cluster has two test cubes, t1 and t2.
3) The original test cubes before compaction for t1 and t2

(compacted test cubes: t1, t2) are p1, p2, p3, and p4
(de-compacted test cubes: p1, p2, p3, p4).

If a dynamic compaction algorithm is used, then it is harder
to find de-compacted cubes for original test cubes. In order
to get de-compacted cubes for the uncorrelated test cubes
in the case where the dynamic compaction has been used, a
fault grading is performed with correlated test cubes. For the
faults not detected by the correlated test cubes, ATPG without
dynamic compaction is performed. The newly generated test

cubes are used as de-compacted test cubes in the recompaction
scheme.

The de-compacted test cubes, p1, p2, p3, and p4 are checked
if any of the test cubes can be included in any of two exist-
ing correlated clusters without modifying common control
and common data. Assume that the maximum number of the
de-compacted test cubes that can be included in one of the
correlated clusters is 2 (p1, p2). p1 and p2 are compacted and
the compacted test cube is added into the correlated cluster.
The same process is performed on the remaining de-compacted
test cubes (p3, p4). This process is repeatedly run until no cor-
related cluster is chosen to include any of the de-compacted
test cubes. Assume that p3 is included in the other correlated
cluster and p4 cannot be included in any of the two corre-
lated clusters. Finally, there is just one test cube (p4) in the
noncorrelated cluster instead of 2 (t1, t2) in the original non-
correlated cluster. Furthermore, p4 is the de-compacted test
cube that typically has fewer specified bits than t1 and t2.
The recompaction scheme reduces the number of specified
bits in the noncorrelated cluster as well as the number of test
cubes in the noncorrelated cluster. A drawback of the recom-
paction scheme is that it may increase the number of test
cubes and test time. In this example, the two test cubes, t1
and t2 are converted to three test cubes: 1) one compacted
test cube for p1; 2) p2, p3; and 3) p4. Therefore, the recom-
paction scheme is employed only when the number of test
cubes in the noncorrelated cluster is relatively large.

Our experimental results on ISCAS-89 circuits show that
the number of uncorrelated test cubes is less than 20% of
total number of test cubes in s13207, s15850, and s38417.
The importance of the recompaction scheme is maximized in
case of test set that has a large number of uncorrelated cubes.
Depending on the test set and compaction scheme used, the
number of uncorrelated cubes might be relatively large. In our
test set for s38584, the number of uncorrelated test cubes is
more than 50% of total number of test cubes depending on
value on a tuning variable. However, even for the test cubes
for s38584, the recompaction is not applied when the tuning
variable, k is less than or equal to 1 because the number of
uncorrelated test cubes is small enough to provide high com-
pression ratio. Because the compaction algorithm is based on
the pattern-wise correlation as well, the recompaction scheme
is typically not needed. The time complexity is O(n2) assuming
n is the number of decompacted test cubes in the noncorrelated
cluster.

VI. ATE ARCHITECTURES

This paper proposes vector repeat-based compression tech-
niques for repeat per-pin-group and repeat per-all-pins, which
is used depends on a particular ATE architecture’s capa-
bility. For SoC testing, per-pin-group structure in ATEs is
typically used to support multisite testing, AC delay testing,
and so on [22], [31]. Modern ATEs generally support both
per-pin-group and per-all-pin structures.

ATE memory can have two types of memory structures.
ONE IS TO HAVE a shared pool of memory. For low cost ATEs,
a pooled memory is used to store patterns and they are dis-
tributed to each pin. The proposed Decompression Logic for
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ATE with Repeat-Per-All-Pins method can be applied to ATEs
with a pooled memory such as Advantest T6673 and T3347A.
The other is to a have per-pin memory. This structure has
the same amount of memory behind each channel. For high
speed ATEs, a per-pin memory architecture is used to drive
each channel. Decompression Logic for ATE with Repeat-Per-
Pin-Group approach can be employed to ATEs with per-pin
memory such as Teradyne UltraFlex and Advantest T2000. In
this scenario, reducing the amount of memory on a subset of
channels does not help to reduce test cost. The repeated data
requires less storage since we only store one copy, whereas
the unique data requires full storage. For example, in Fig. 4,
there are six tester channels. First three channels are used for
repeated data and the next three channels are assigned for
unique data. If all channels have the same memory, then the
channels storing unique data (bottom three channel memories
in Fig. 4) are the limiting factor for fitting the test program in
the memory. This might create uneven compression ratios on
tester channels.

To balance the compression ratio across the pins, test vec-
tors can be partitioned. For example, if we have two partitions,
the first half of vectors getting the common data can be applied
from one set of pins while the unique data are sent the other
set of pins, then the other half of vectors getting the com-
mon data from a different subset of pins can be applied. This
would spread the savings across the pins which would better
balance the compression across all pins and thereby helping
for a per-pin memory structure. The reconfiguration logic is
implemented on the chip and this requires a MUX for each
scan chain. The MUX allows an ATE channel get connected
to one chain or to another chain through either CSG for com-
mon data or USG for unique data. If more balancing is desired,
more than two partitions can be used at the cost of additional
MUXes to implement the on-chip reconfiguration.

As an example of the capabilities of a few modern
ATE architectures and the ATE development trends con-
sider the following. Teradyne UltraFlex digital module has
1K word instruction memory and 512M word pattern mem-
ory. Advantest T2000 250M digital module provides 32 I/O
channels and each channel supports fully featured per-pin
measurement. There are 128M word (3 bits per word) main
memory, 256M ∼ 2G pattern memory (shared with a main
memory), 4K subroutine memory, and 1K word instruction
memory. Advantest T2000 500/800 Mb/s digital module pro-
vides 1K word instruction memory [31], [32], 4K × 3-bits
subroutine memory per channel, 4K × 512 central capture
memory, 8K fail capture memory per pin, 4K × 3 bits/pin
pattern capture memory and, etc.

The number of ATE instructions required to implement the
proposed method can be adjusted to fit into whatever instruc-
tion memory is available in the ATE being used. The number
of clusters found by the clustering algorithm gives the num-
ber of repeat instructions. It can be adjusted by controlling the
tuning variable (k).

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Experiments were performed on the four largest ISCAS-89
benchmark circuits. The test cubes used in the experiments

were generated in the following way. Atalanta (ATPG and
fault simulator for stuck-at faults in combinational circuits)
generated uncompacted test cubes and then bit-stripping was
performed to maximize the number of don’t cares. Finally, the
test cubes were merged to minimize the number of specified
bits. In Table I, the circuit name and the original number of
specified bits in the deterministic test sets are shown in the
first and second columns. The third column shows available
ATE repeat vector function. r.p.g. means repeat-per-pin-group
and r.p.a. means repeat-per-all-pins. The fourth column shows
the number of test cubes. The number of test cubes in r.p.g.
case in each circuit is always the same as the original number
of test cubes. Except for s38584, the number of test cubes
in r.p.a. case in each circuit is also the same as the original
number of test cubes, which means that the test cube recom-
paction described in Section V has been performed only for
s38584 r.p.a. case. As explained in Section V, the recompaction
scheme is employed only in the case where the number of test
cubes in a noncorrelated cluster is relatively large. In r.p.a.
case (where the tuning variable is larger than 1) for s38584,
the number of uncorrelated cubes is relatively large, which
requires a recompaction scheme to enhance the performance
of the proposed scheme. The number of test cubes has been
increased from 296 to 315 when k = 1.10 and from 296 to
328 when k = 1.15. The value of the tuning variable is shown
in the fifth column and the corresponding number of clusters
generated by the clustering algorithm described in Section V
is shown in the sixth column. The best results are typically
shown when k is close 1. If an ATE instruction memory is very
limited, such that the number of repeat instruction (which is
the same as the number of clusters shown in the sixth column)
is not allowable, the value of k can be adjusted to have less
repeat instructions with a reasonable sacrifice of the number
of specified bits. For each circuit, results are shown for two
different numbers of clusters. The seventh and eighth columns
show the number of specified bits in the unique sequence and
the number of specified bits in common sequence. The ninth
column shows the total number of specified bits in the encoded
test cubes. The last column tells the reduction in the number
of specified bits. The result is shown in the pooled memory
ATE architecture. Note that the maximum number of clusters
shown in Table I is 173, which means that the maximum num-
ber of ATE vector repeat instructions that have to be stored
in the ATE instruction memory is only 173 or less for these
circuits. In most circuits, the number of clusters is below 100.
Of course, the number of clusters can also be reduced if nec-
essary by lowering k. Since the number of specified bits with
the proposed scheme is reduced, the number of free-variables
that are needed to encode the data using linear decompressors
will also reduce correspondingly.

As discussed in Section VI, in a per-pin memory archi-
tecture, the compression ratio is determined by the highest
memory used on any channel. To balance the compression
ratio across the channels, experiments were performed where
the test vectors are partitioned two-ways and four-ways where
the repeated data for each partition is generated from a differ-
ent set of pins. The more we partition the test vectors, the more
balanced compression ratio can be achieved by rotating the
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TABLE I
RESULTS FOR COMPRESSION USING VECTOR REPEAT-PER-PIN-GROUP

TABLE II
REDUCTION COMPARISON BETWEEN POOLED MEMORY AND PER-PIN

MEMORY

channels used for repeated data. Table II shows a compression
ratio in per-pin memory-based ATE architecture. First column
shows benchmark circuits and the second column shows a
compression ratio in the r.p.g ATE type with a pooled mem-
ory with different tuning variables. Last two columns give
the reduction in the number of specified bits among channels,
respectively, since it is a limiting factor in the compression.

The area overhead for decompression logic is shown in
Table III. For overhead calculation, the standard library for
TSMC 0.18 µm process [27] is used. The second column
shows the size of original linear decompressor for each cir-
cuit. The size of the original linear decompressor has been
calculated with the test set used in the experiment for [9]. The
third column shows the number of scan chains. The fourth
column actually shows the sum of widths of all standard cells
in each ISCAS-89 benchmark circuits with a original linear
decompressor. The height for all cells is 5 µm. The number
of 2-to-1 multiplexers and OR gates added that is the same as
the number of scan chains is shown in the sixth column. The
sizes of the CSG and the USG are shown in the seventh and
eighth columns, respectively, which are the dominant factor in
a decompression area overhead. Note that there is a big differ-
ence between sizes of the USG in r.p.g. and the USG in r.p.a.
As explained in Section IV, the USG for r.p.a. case is created
so that it can generate unique sequences for as many clusters
as possible with one seed while the USG for r.p.g. case is

created in a typical way (based on the maximum number of
specified bits in a single unique sequence). The overall area
for decompression logic in the proposed approach is shown in
the ninth column and the overhead ratio is shown in the last
column. For r.p.g. cases, the area overhead is less than 5% in
all the circuits. For r.p.a. cases, the area overhead is bigger
due to the large size of the USG than the area overhead in
r.p.g. cases and is 6.1 ∼ 9.4%.

To get results for the actual tester storage requirements
using the proposed approach, we did experiments using the lin-
ear decompressor described in [9] (other linear decompressors
could also be used). The results are shown in Table IV. The
same test sets are compressed using the linear decompressor
in [9] by itself, and using it in conjunction with the proposed
scheme to utilize ATE vector repeat. The results show that
the amount of data that needs to be stored in the ATE vec-
tor memory is significantly reduced with the proposed scheme.
The second to last column shows the vector memory reduction
compared with [9].

In Table V, the proposed scheme is compared with the
scheme described in [22] for utilizing ATE vector repeat. [22]
is based on repeat-per-pin-group function, so in this compari-
son, we compare only results on r.p.g. cases. In [22], the best
results were obtained when a sequencer controls two pins, so
we also assumed that a sequencer controls two pins. And as
suggested in [22], only the vectors that can be repeated at
least 16 times are encoded by the ATE vector repeat to reduce
the number of the repeat instructions. Using this criteria, we
generated experimental results on our test sets in the man-
ner described in [22] (note that results published in [22] were
for test sets that are not publicly available). The number of
ATE repeat instructions is shown in the second and the fourth
columns, and the amount of data stored in the vector memory
is shown in the third and fifth columns. As can be seen, much
larger reductions in the vector memory can be obtained with
the proposed approach using an order of magnitude fewer ATE
repeat instructions compared with [22]. Of course, it should
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TABLE III
AREA OVERHEAD FOR DECOMPRESSION LOGIC

TABLE IV
RESULTS FOR USING LINEAR DECOMPRESSOR IN [9] ALONE VERSUS

USING IT WITH PROPOSED SCHEME

TABLE V
RESULTS COMPARISON WITH [22]

be pointed out that the method in [22] does not require any
on-chip hardware, whereas the proposed method requires two
on-chip linear decompressors. However, note that the linear
decompressors used in the proposed scheme will require a
very small amount of area with current chip densities, and
they can be reused when testing multiple cores.

In Table VI, a comparison is made with the scheme
described in [23] that also utilizes ATE vector repeat. Here,
results are shown for the exact same test cube files for two of
the industrial circuits that were used in [23] (the others were
not publicly available). Circuit information is shown in the
first, second, and third columns. The fourth column shows the
best results in terms of vector memory requirements reported
in [23]. For the proposed method, results are shown for two
different numbers of ATE vector repeat instructions for r.p.g.
and one number of ATE vector repeat instructions for r.p.a.
Note that the number of repeat instructions used in [23] is not
reported in the paper and thus is not shown in Table VI. Vector

TABLE VI
RESULTS COMPARISON WITH [23]

memory required is shown in the seventh column. Last column
shows the reduction in the vector memory required. There is a
substantial reduction. A significant reduction comes from the
fact that the proposed scheme is based on linear decompres-
sion. A major advantage of the proposed scheme is that it is
compatible with linear decompression which is known to be
highly efficient.

VIII. CONCLUSION

The proposed scheme harnesses the power of linear and
nonlinear decompression together using a simple and compact
decoder whose design is independent of the test set. Note that
the compression could be significantly improved if scan chain
reordering was employed along with the proposed scheme to
increase bit-wise correlation. The design of the decompressor
for the proposed scheme is independent of the test set or CUT
and thus can be reused when testing multiple cores.
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